It has a very important role that emotion to coordinate the relationship between people in the numerous and complicated social life. Expression is the most important characteristics of emotion, it is indispensable means of information communication and emotional communication in interpersonal communication. This article is based on the NI company LabVIEW software, using the LabVIEW perfect graphics editing features, structuring the interface of facial expression recognition, and combining with MATLAB powerful engineering computation software, using discrete wavelet to extract the expression images for feature, and last applying of flexible template matching to make the emotion recognition according to the expression.
Introduction
As people understanding of the emotion, emotion research is becoming more and more attention from social, the external behavior of characteristics is emotional expression. If computer can be like humans that have the ability to understand and express emotion that can better serve humanity, which is the facial expression recognition of great significance.
Face recognition technology processes shown in Figure 1 . Image acquisition of Japan as the JAFFE image database data, this article focuses on one of the six basic facial expressions, namely: anger, happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust and fear. The first step is face image preprocessing, the next step is to extract from these images expression information that is, expression feature in MATLAB using the corresponding algorithm to extract expression features. Finally, classification and recognition, image output corresponding expression output.
Fig.1. Facial expression recognition chart

Preprocessing of expression
In order to prevent problems caused by light and other image quality is not high, preprocessing for expression image first, before making facial expression recognition. The recognition system is added the expression of image gray-scale extraction respectively, conversion binarized of gray level, and through histogram equalization can adaptive effectively improve the shortage problem of image contrast. We are angry expression, for example, Application of histogram equalization preprocessing under the MATLAB software, unprocessed and processed histogram in Figure2.
Fig.2. Unprocessed and processed histogram
The feature extraction of image expression
When multi-resolution digital image observation and processing, discrete wavelet transform is a mathematical tool of choice, in addition to having an effective, highly intuitive description framework and the resolution of the image storage, but also help us understand the spatial domain and frequency image domain characteristics.
When a size of an image of the MN, the discrete transform, can be expressed as:
Therefore arbitrary function of discrete wavelet transform is:
(2)
These six basic expressions for the discrete wavelet transform feature image obtained after the treatment shown in Figure 3 . Feature expression processed provides a better feature vector which has the characteristics for classification expression for the latter. 
Expression Recognition
The basic idea is: choose some of the image feature points to create a certain elastic template topology, each node extracts a feature vector, defines the similarity function to calculate the topology of the feature vector and the similarity, the similarity by pursuing maximization to complete. Elastography feature point shown in Figure 4 . 
The realization of facial expression recognition system
This paper is the application of MATLAB and LabVIEW software mixed programming, Embedding MATLAB for expression processing into LabVIEW. The MATLAB and LabVIEW software are two of the most popular software in engineering computation currently. LabVIEW is the NI company development program based on graphical programming language, it's clear and concise graphical programming language. Through LabVIEW software design, making the facial expression recognition system interface become more colorful. In this paper, there are three options panel application of the LabVIEW software design, it can perform three steps: image acquisition, image preprocessing and expression to identify. The front panel of image acquisition is shown in figure 5 . The front panel of image preprocessing as shown in figure 6 , the front panel facial expression recognition as shown in figure7. 
LabVIEW call MATLAB program
MATLAB is a proficient in engineering and scientific computing software, this paper makes use of its powerful function of image processing, to preprocess acquired the expression of image. In this paper, the key step is to call MATLAB procedures in LabVIEW, apply the wavelet analysis toolbox of discrete wavelet analysis within it to get the expression image features. Call the process of the function in LabVIEW (function) module -mathematics -formula -MATLAB script node, the part program which LabVIEW calling MATLAB program as shown in figure 8. 
Summary
In this paper, the facial expression recognition system we study is built on the basis of the two engineering software LabVIEW and MATLAB mixed applications. Application of LabVIEW rich perfect graphical software to create system interface, application of wavelet analysis toolbox of MATLAB software to preprocessing expression image and feature extraction. The LabVIEW vivid graphic language and MATLAB powerful graphics functions perfect unifies in together. Finally apply elastic template matching method identify the corresponding expressions, the recognition rate is above 85%.
